Bradford and Bingley Canoe Club
Paddlesport Actiity Assistants’ Roles and Remits
An outline of roles that Paddlesport Actiitt Assistant can take on and the remit in which we would
allow them to operate with our members and guests .
These are all restricted to Home Waters defined below.
Role
Coaching
Assistant

Remit
Helping qualifed coaches as assistants on beginners and intermediate
coached groups.
This would include:
 Helping people get fited to boats and kit, and getng to and from
the water
 Assistng coaches with safett and group management
 Leading games
 Reinforcing demonstratons and teaching points from coaches
 Rescuing capsized paddlers

Home Water Trip Leading club members on short informal trips on 'Home Waters' only.
Assistant
This would include:
 Organisaton and planning of the trip
 Ensuring safett in line with the club's standard risk assessment
 Working to a maximum rato of 1 PAA to 4 paddlers
Paddleft Leader

Leading paddleft session for club members on the fat water.
This would include:
 Setng up for the session and putng equipment awat again
 Deliiering the session from the releiant Paddlefit ard
 Ensuring safett in line with the club's standard risk assessment

Club session lead
Assistant

Leading sessions for club members and guests on fat water and white
water at the site: club.
This would include:
 Assessing the group for eniironmental conditons with reference to
club guidelines
 Understanding the paddlers’ needs and planning session deliiert
with eialuaton
 Ensure members present understand and execute their
responsibilites with respect to the club facilites
 Deploting safett ststems on the water and bank
 Ensuring the club’s Standard Operatng Procedures are followed

Dry Training
Assistant

Run off the water ftness training for club members (i.e. circuits..
This would include:
 Setng up for the session and putng equipment awat again
 Deliiering the session using actiites agreed in consultaton with
coaches
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Meeter &
Greeter

Pool Assistant

 Ensuring safett in line with the club's standard risk assessment
Meet and greet people on beginners courses, taster dats, eients.
This would include:
 Proiiding a friendlt welcome and introducton t the club
 Ensuring people know their wat around the club
 Introducing people to coaches and AA's running their session
Supportng coaches in the running of coached pool session.
This would include:
 Actng as Pool Safett
 Reinforcing demonstratons and teaching points from coaches
 Rightng paddlers thet are working with

Notes:


Some of these roles iniolie making judgments about who can paddle and in what
circumstances. The number of iariables infuencing a judgment is huge and for those roles,
deploting assistants who haie proien common sense and experience seems to the
Trustees to be a reasonable wat to go about things.



Details of the competencies for PAA's to be signed of against (or receiied training for) are
in the PAA Role Mapping and PAA Acton Log documents - this comprises of generic criteria
set out bt B and additonal role specific criteria that the club sets.



“Home Water” are stretches of water that we use regularlt and safelt. The ‘Site’ is within
the boundaries of the FT land and ‘Home Water’ for trips is from below Marlet Weir to
the Rowing lub.



Prior to an interiiew with an aspirant PAA, the roles should be thoroughlt understood bt
the aspirant and interiiewing pair. The aspirant to self assess prior to the process and
interiiew. The interiiew is to be seen as a realitt check – ie that the aspirant has a realistc
iiew of their abilites and capacitt. Recommendaton to be made to the PAA subcommitee bt the interiiewing pair.
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